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The problem...

✤ General Relativity + FRW + standard model particles + observational data:  
inconsistent 

✤ ... invent dark energy ~70%. 

✤ Or perhaps GR is not the right gravitational theory for cosmological scales... 

✤ c.f. Newton & Mercury/Sun system

✤ Models of dark energy: Λ, quintessence, k-essence, elastic dark energy, ...

✤ Modified gravity: F(R), Horndeski, galileon, Gauss-Bonnet, Aether, TeVeS, ...

✤ MG... obtain different gravitational potential for the same matter content

✤ Lagrangian engineering



Generalized gravitational field 
equations
✤ All modified gravity & dark energy theories have gravitational field equations 

which can be written as

✤ Stems from an action: 

✤ At perturbed order: structures...

✤ Q: How do we write down the allowed, consistent modifications to the gravity 
field equations? A: Lagrangian for the dark sector perturbations



N(N+1)/2 functions of
background field variables

Pick field content

The Lagrangian for perturbations is a quadratic functional in 
perturbations of these fields...

Now use to calculate equations of motion, energy-momentum tensor, ...

Lagrangian for perturbations

Quadratic functional is written as...



Lagrangian for perturbations

The Lagrangian for perturbations is equivalent to the
second measure-weighted variation of the action...

This allows us to

(1) “dream up” a Lagrangian for perturbations,

(2) explicitly calculate for some known theory... compare with         
established theories

Map from general parameterization to established theories,
but we are not limited by them!



Source to perturbed gravitational field equations:

Perturbed dark energy momentum tensor is a linear functional...

Satisfies conservation equation:

Gravitational effects

Calculate via functional derivative w.r.t perturbed metric...



Field content: just the metric

Elastic dark energy, Feirz-Pauli & massive gravity in GR,... 

Nothing extra

Gravitational effects...

Lagrangian for perturbations



Lagrangian for perturbations

Gravitational effects...

Quintessence, k-essence, Lorentz violating theories,...

Scalar fields



Imposing symmetry on the background
e.g. isotropy of spatial sections... 

    everything becomes compatible with FRW

where, for convenience, we have defined

Lµ!"# !
!
Wµ#!" + g!"Uµ# " 2U!(µg#)"

"
, (4.6b)

and where the perturbed source term, !EJ# , is given by

!EJ
# !

!
2g#"U!µ " U!"gµ# "Wµ#!"

"
#µ!Eg!" "

!
#µWµ#!"

"
!Eg!". (4.6c)

Here we observe that the metric perturbations !Egµ# and the di!eomorphism field

"µ are intimately linked: one cannot consistently set either to zero. The equation

(4.6) is the constraint equation for any parameters/functions that appear in a param-

eterization of the dark sector, under the rather general assumption that L = L(gµ#);

the only freedom that remains is how to construct Wµ#!" out of background quan-

tities. In Section 6 we will provide the components of the equation of motion for a

perturbed FRW spacetime.

The only way to write the tensors Uµ# ,W!"µ# with an isotropic (3+1) decompo-

sition which respects the symmetries (4.4) is

Uµ# = #uµu# + P$µ# , (4.7a)

Wµ#!" = AWuµu#u!u" + BW

#
$µ#u!u" + $!"uµu#

$

+2CW

#
$µ(!u")u# + $#(!u")uµ

$
+ Eµ#!", (4.7b)

where Eµ#!" respects the same symmetries as Wµ#!", satisfies uµEµ#!" = 0 (i.e. Eµ#!"

is entirely spatial) and is given by

Eµ#!" = DW$µ#$!" + 2EW$µ(!$")# . (4.7c)

A concrete example of a theory which only contains the metric is the elastic dark

energy theory [51, 52] where one can find that the coe"cients in terms of physical

quantities such as energy density #, pressure P , bulk % and shear moduli µ are given

by

AW = "#, BW = P, CW = "P, (4.8a)

DW = % " P " 2

3
µ, EW = µ + P, (4.8b)

where the bulk modulus is defined via % ! (# + P )dP
d$ , and the pressure and shear

modulus are functions of the density P = P (#), µ = µ(#) (e.g. one way to choose
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Coefficients in Lagrangian become:

(3+1) decomposition
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Imposing symmetry on the background
e.g. isotropy of spatial sections... 

    everything becomes compatible with FRW

only one of its components can be set equal to the perturbed Euler-Lagrange equa-

tion; the other components of the vector equation will introduce a set of constraint

equations.

When we contract the perturbed Bianchi identity with a time-like vector !µ =

"uµ (where!µ" = "uµ"̇), we can read o! a set of conditions that link the coe"cients

appearing in the Euler-Lagrange equation (5.4) and the perturbed Bianchi identity

(5.7). Doing this we obtain the linking conditions

Cµ! = !"Y!µ" , (5.9a)

!µCµ! = !"

!
V"! +!µY!µ"

"
, (5.9b)

!µBµ " 2A = !"!µVµ" , (5.9c)

#ES = !"

#
#EJ

" + 2E"

$
. (5.9d)

We see, therefore, that the coe"cients {A,Bµ, Cµ"} and {Vµ" ,Y!µ" ,W!#µ"} that

appear in !2L (5.2) are not independent, which is now obvious from (5.9). By

di!erentiating (5.9a) and comparing with (5.9b) one finds that

uµu"Y!µ""̇ " (Kµ"Y!µ" " u"V"!)" = 0, (5.10)

where Kµ" = !µu" is the induced extrinsic curvature and an overdot is used to

denote di!erentiation along the time-like vector.

We decompose the coe"cients A,Bµ, Cµ" ,Vµ" ,Y!µ" with an isotropic (3+1) split,

whilst respecting the symmetries (5.3), and obtain

A = AA, (5.11a)

Bµ = ABu
µ, (5.11b)

Cµ" = ACuµu" + BC$µ" , (5.11c)

Vµ" = AVuµu" + BV$µ" , (5.11d)

Y!µ" = AYu!uµu" + BYu!$µ" + 2CY$!(µu"). (5.11e)

The decompositions of Uµ" ,W!#µ" are identical to those given in eq.(4.7).
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the only freedom that remains is how to construct Wµ#!" out of background quan-

tities. In Section 6 we will provide the components of the equation of motion for a

perturbed FRW spacetime.

The only way to write the tensors Uµ# ,W!"µ# with an isotropic (3+1) decompo-

sition which respects the symmetries (4.4) is

Uµ# = #uµu# + P$µ# , (4.7a)

Wµ#!" = AWuµu#u!u" + BW

#
$µ#u!u" + $!"uµu#

$

+2CW

#
$µ(!u")u# + $#(!u")uµ

$
+ Eµ#!", (4.7b)

where Eµ#!" respects the same symmetries as Wµ#!", satisfies uµEµ#!" = 0 (i.e. Eµ#!"

is entirely spatial) and is given by

Eµ#!" = DW$µ#$!" + 2EW$µ(!$")# . (4.7c)

A concrete example of a theory which only contains the metric is the elastic dark

energy theory [51, 52] where one can find that the coe"cients in terms of physical

quantities such as energy density #, pressure P , bulk % and shear moduli µ are given

by

AW = "#, BW = P, CW = "P, (4.8a)

DW = % " P " 2

3
µ, EW = µ + P, (4.8b)

where the bulk modulus is defined via % ! (# + P )dP
d$ , and the pressure and shear

modulus are functions of the density P = P (#), µ = µ(#) (e.g. one way to choose
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Coefficients in Lagrangian become:

(3+1) decomposition

Impose some “theory” structure: 
reduce 14 -> 3



Function (a) EDE (b) L = L(!,X ) (c) L = F (X ) (d) L = X ! V (!)

AV 0 !2(L,X!!̇2 ! L,!) 0 !2V !

BV 0 !2L,! 0 2V !

AY 0 !2(L,XX !̇2 + L,X !̇) !2(F !!!̇2 + F !!̇) !2!̇

BY 0 !2L,X !̇ !2F !!̇ !2!̇

CY 0 2L,X !̇ 2F !!̇ 2!̇

AW !" !(L,XX !̇4 + 2" + P ) !(F !!!̇4 + 2" + P ) !(2" + P )

BW P !" !" !"

CW !P " " "

DW # ! P ! 2
3µ !P !P !P

EW µ + P P P P

Table 1. Collection of the functions in the decomposition of $LUµ! . The theories we
have presented are: (a) elastic dark energy, (b) generic kinetic scalar field theory, (c) k-
essence and (d) canonical scalar field theory. It is interesting to realize that the theories
with L = L(gµ!) are subsets of theories with L = L(gµ! , !,"µ!). Comma denotes partial
di!erentiation (e.g. L," = %L/%!), prime denotes di!erentiation with respect the functions
single argument: F ! = dF/dX , V ! = dV/d! and an overdot denotes di!erentiation with
respect to time; for conformal time coe"cients one should replace !̇# !̇/a.

6 Cosmological perturbations

In this section we provide explicit expressions for the components of !EUµ
! and the

perturbed conservation equation specialized to the case of an FRW background. We

will pay special attention to the scalar field theory, where we will show how the vector

field "µ decouples from the equation of motion for !#.

We will perturb the line element about a conformally flat FRW background, and

write

ds2 = a2($)

!
! (1! 2!)d$ 2 + 2Nidxid$ + (!ij + hij)dxidxj

"
. (6.1)

This means that we are setting the components of the Eulerian perturbed metric to

!Eg00 = 2a2($)!($,x), !Eg0i = a2($)Ni($,x), !Egij = a2($)hij($,x). (6.2)

The time-like vector is given by uµ = a($)(!1, 0, 0, 0), and we set "µuµ = 0. All

functions (5.15) are only functions of time. The background conservation equation

"µUµ! = 0 becomes

%̇ + 3H(% + P ) = 0, (6.3)
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Standard: Weller & Lewis: 

3 Entropy

Motivated by our results in our previous paper, we write down an expression for the

parameterization of w!, which have been derived from the second order Lagrangian,

and which we believe represents a wider range of theories than the parameterization

of [5, 6]. Our parameterization for the entropy contribution is

w! = (!! w)

!
" ! 3H#(1 + w)$

"
, (3.1)

where ! and # are both a priori time-dependant background quantities which we

have explicitly determined for the no extra fields and scalar field theories, although

the hope would be that they would only be slowly varying functions of time. In

we provide explicit formulae for these quantities for generic example theories. It

should be noted that in the parameterization of [5, 6] k-essence is excluded, and the

parameter ! is always taken to be constant. It is rather simple to determine whether

or not ! can be expected to be constant or not for particular examples, as we show

below.

For all kinetic scalar field theories,

! =

#
1 + 2X L,XX

L,X

$!1

, (3.2)

# =
2aL,!

3HL,X
"

2X

!
1 + X

#
L,XX

L,X
! L,X!

L,!

$"
!

!! w
. (3.3)

We would like to understand the typical behavior of the terms which constitute our

parameterization of the entropy. One can write

# =
2aL,!

3HL,X
"

2X

!
1 +

1! !

2!
! 1

2

#
%,!

L,!
+ 1

$"
!

!! w
. (3.4)

Notice that the combination ! appears as an overall scale in the group velocity,

(1.68). In almost all literature on k-essence and non-canonical scalar field theories

(except [1]) the quantity ! is identified with some “sound speed” – what they could

mean, therefore, is some overall scale of the group velocity is the sound speed, but

the interpretation is ambiguous.

Explicitly, for the theory L = F (X )! V (&) one obtains

! =

#
1 +

2XF ""

F "

$!1

, # = ! 1

F "

!
2aV "

3H
"

2X

"#
1 + X F ""

F

$
!

!! w
. (3.5)

We have written # to isolate a parameter combination, aV "/(3H
"

2X ), which is not

sensitive to the specific details of the theory (whereas ! and F " are). As a typical

example of these theories, we take a power-law kinetic term,

F (X ) = X n # ! =

#
1 + 2(n! 1)

$!1

, (3.6)
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Parameterizing entropy

Physically, what does                 mean? 
Is      always a sound speed?

is neither group nor phase velocity of waves

Effective metric that scalar field perturbations “feel”...

Quintessence
Pure k-essence

Nothing extra



✤ Applications

✤ Cosmological perturbations

✤ Entropy & anisotropic 
stresses

✤ Massive gravity

✤ Modified gravity

✤ Formalism

✤ The Lagrangian for perturbations 

✤ The perturbed dark energy-momentum tensor

✤ Lagrangian & Eulerian perturbations 
(Stuckleberg completion/deformation vector)

✤ Examples

✤ Nothing extra

✤ Scalar & vector fields (aether, TeVeS, ...)

✤ “high order” derivative theories (galileon, F(R), Gauss-Bonnet, ...)

Scope of using the Lagrangian for perturbations



Summary

✤ Construct coherent consistent 
modifications to the gravitational 
field equations at perturbed order

✤ All freedom inside “background” 
tensors

✤ Encompass theories never before 
considered: L{2} needs scalars in 
background and perturbed field 
variables: more freedom!

✤ Encompass massive gravity & 
“high derivative” theories: e.g.   
galileon, Horndeski, Brans-Dicke.

✤ In a model independent way 
compute cosmological 
observables (CMB, lensing, 
P(k), ...): rule in/out before 
requiring the actual theory!

✤ Impose symmetry on background 
(e.g. isotropy... compatible with 
FRW)... allows split of BG tensors
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